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Decision Support System for Controlling 
Traffic Signals 

AYELET GAL-TZUR, DAVID MAHALEL, AND JOSEPH N. PRASHKER 

ln many melJ'Opolitan area traffic control is monitored from 
control centers. The operator of a control center i <1sked LO make 
a quick decision and to modify the ignal programs of the urban 
signal network in whole or in part. Jn order to make a _proper 
decision, U1e operator mu t con ider a wide range of alternatives 
and evaluate their expected effects on the whole trnffic system . 
The complicated strucrnre of the problem aod the routine oc· 
currence of random event demonstrate the complexity of the 
deci ion proces in traffic control. A procedure will be described 
that is aimed at upporting thi decisi n making. The procedure 
is characterized by the systematic scanning of a wide range of 
alternative and include a pecial algori thm for reducing the ize 
of the problem and concentrating on the most prorni iog strate
gies. A tati tical decision tree is used for panning all alternatives 
and expressing the subjective priorities among them and the pro
jection regarding their con equence . An important option given 
to the controller is rhe ability to acquire more information to 
support his deci ion by using on-line simulations. This option is 
time consuming and therefore ha a co l. The operator is given 
the tool to decide whether the additional information is worth 
the price. In addition, the sy tern contain a systematic procedure 
to "learn" from past experience and to "improve its ability to make 
decisions under uncertainty conditions. 

The growth of congestion in urban networks and the conse
quent constraints imposed on mobility have made it vital to 
manage and utilize the existing infrastructure more efficiently. 
One of the most prominent procedures available for managing 
traffic control is that of monitoring traffic-signal programs. 
Research has attempted to find the optimal signal-timing pro
gram t:or a group of intersections during peak hours (1-4). 
Attempts (5) were also directed at finding a gl.obal optimum 
for a group of coordinated traffic signals. These programs 
were prepared off-line so that an operator in a control center 
could choose the most appropriate program off the shelf, as 
it were. More recently, efforts have aimed at developing re
sponsive methods ( 6), which are primarily designed to re
spond to fluctuations in traffic volumes without external in
tervention. The main doubt concerning the responsive methods 
is over their ability to converge to a "good" system optimum; 
the question is whether Lhey merely provide a local o lution 
at the cost of finding a strategy that might better improve the 
whole system. 

The complexity of the control problem stems from the fol
lowing properties of the system: 

1. Objectives-The problem has several objectives that should 
be met simultaneously, for example, minimization of delay, 
queues, number of stop energy consumption, and environ
mental impacts; some of these objectives contradict one another. 
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2. Dependency-In an urban network the output of one 
intersection is the input of another, and the queue at one 
intersection can block anothe.r intersection. As a result, an 
intersection cannot be treated individually and must be co
ordinated with its environment. Consequently, the number 
variables that have to be calculated simultaneously (e.g., cycle 
time, green splits, and offsets) becomes very large. 

3. Parameter values-The large number of parameters de
scribing the network (e.g., saturation flows, acceleration times, 
platoon dispersion, arrival distribution) and the uncertainty 
regarding their values make it necessary to consider a range 
of values. 

4. Mathematical model-The relationships among the vari
ous parameters, variables, and objectives are of a complicated 
nature; attempts to formulate them into one mathematical 
model end in inadequate results. 

This complicated structure of the problem and the routine 
occurrence of random events demonstrate the complexity of 
the decision process of traffic control. Logically, however, 
one may believe that in the future this process will still involve 
some degree of human judgment and that the operator in a 
control center will still play an important role. 

Described in this paper is a procedure aimed at supporting 
the decision making of an operator in a traffic-control center. 
The procedure is characterized by the systematic scanning of 
a wide range of alternatives. It includes a special algorithm 
for reducing the size of the problem and concentrating on the 
most promising strategies. An important option given to the 
controller is the ability to acquire more information to support 
his decision . This option has a cost, though, and the operator 
is given the tools to decide whether the additional information 
is worth the price. In addition, the system contains a system
atic procedure to "learn" from past experience and to improve 
its ability to make decisions under uncertainty conditions. 

In the next section, a description of the structure, the na
ture, and the dimensionality of the control problem will be 
given. Next, a tool will be pre ented for examining the variou · 
strategie and options available to the operator of the con'trol 
center. Then a procedure to reduce the size of the decision 
process is described, and finally the machine-learning ability 
of the procedfile that is, an automatic proce for collect
ing and then transferring data into u eful knowledge, will be 
discussed. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAFFIC-CONTROL 
PROBLEM 

A traffic-control program is a set of parameters (e.g., cycle 
length, green split, offsets) that control the right-of-way and 
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that assign priorities among the Jinks of the network . These 
programs determine the level of service of each link and as 
a result can affect the routes that drivers choose. During 
congestion, the amount of green light assigned to a link can 
actually determine the traffic volume on that link. This ability 
can be used for controlling the number of vehicles allowed to 
enter a congested zone. 

The traditional method of coping with the massive size of 
the problem is to divide it into several stages and subproblems: 

1. Division into zones: The network is divided into several 
subnetworks, and each can be considered separately. Some 
degree of dependency between zones is allowed. 

2. Type of signal strategy: On the basis of various argu
ments, a general strategy is selected for each zone, for in
stance, green wave (7), critical intersection control (3), net
work design (like TRANSYT). Each strategy can have several 
variants, such as green wave with one band or a multiband 
design (8) or a network design with various weights assigned 
to different links. 

3. Design parameters: At this point, the various parameters 
are computed for the signals. 

Usually, the decisions of the controller do not explicitly 
take into account the uncertainty regarding changes in de
mand, changes in routes, incidents, and other random events 
that might affect the value of many parameters (e.g. , satu
ration flow , tart-up delay, ace lerati n, and speeds). All 
these random events reject the as umplion of tationary c n
ditions and promote the need ·to combine probabilities and 
stochastic considerations into the decision process. 

The wide range of parameter values together with several 
control strategies and tactic decisions, and the possible eval
uation of each combination through simulation, increase dra
matically the dimension of decision space and the number of 
alternatives that should be considered. The resultant huge 
dimension complicates the decision process and n ccs ilate 
basing it more on a systematic process and Jess on an intuitive 
one. The tool proposed for handling this problem is the sta
tistical decision tree. 

STATISTICAL DECISION TREE AS A DECISION
MAKING TOOL 

A decision tree is based on Bay s decision theory, which 
formulates decision-making proce es under uncertainty. The 
tool is suitable for situations in which one course of action 
must be selected from several possible acts; their respective 
outcomes are known with a certain degree of confidence, but 
not absolutely; and there are ways to increase the level of 
confidence by gaining information. The question that this 
theory wishes to answer is, Which course of action should be 
taken in order to maximize the exµecletl benefit (or to min
i111ize t!1e expecteci ioss)! Is it worthwhile Lo "pay" for extra 
information? 

In order to use the Bayesian approach, the following data 
should be known in advance: 

1. Possible courses of action, i.e., the signal programs; 
2. Possible outcomes of each signal program and the prob

ability of occurrence of each outcome; 
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3. The utility gained, given the occurrence of a specific 
outcome; 

4. Possible experiments (simulation) that can be conducted 
in order to gain information about the probability of occur
rence of each outcome and the cost associated with each 
simulation; 

5. Possible results of each simulation; and 
6. The probability of occurrence of each outcome, given a 

specific result of a simulation. 

Traffi engineers face everal obje tive that they wish to 
achieve simultaneou ly: minimum delay , maximum through
put, 111i11imum queue lengths prevention of spillbacks, min
imum number of stops, minimum fuel con umption , and o 
on. A possible outcome can be expressed as a function of 
these variables, for example, a success can be defined as a 
condition in which all values are in some critical region. 

Often, the decision maker is faced with a situation in which 
it is believed desirable to obtain more knowledge in regard 
to the likelihood of a possible outcome after implementation 
of a certain signal program. 0 ining uch informati n is pos
sible by runn.ing a short-term simulation. The re. ults of 11 h 
a simulation can then be used to update prior probabilirie 
and to obtain posterior probabilities. The time needed to run 
the simulation is considered a cost. 

All the above components-that is, the possible programs 
and their results and utilities, the possible simulations and 
their results and cost, prior probabilities reflecting the level 
of confidence bef re tbe simulation and po terior probabil
ities reflecting the level of confidence after the simulation
make up the decision tree. The expected utility of eacb branch 
is calculated by a backward search, and the branch with the 
maximum expected utility is chosen. Thus, the statistical de
cision tree answers not only the question of the course of 
action that seems the most beneficial, but also that of the 
possible simulations that are worthwhile to conduct. 

Figure I shows how the comp nents of the decision-making 
J rocess integrate into a complete decbiun support sy tem 
(DSS). The DSS should have acces ·to updated data regarding 
traffic conditions in the network. Expected volumes during 
the planning horizon can be estimated by an external algo
rithm that can exchange information with the D S, or they 
can be extracted from exi ting data bases. Th operator pro
vides the y tem with th planning 'trategies most appropriate 
for the conditions in the network. On the basi · of this infor
mation, alternative timing programs can be calculated in one 
of two ways: (a) by attaching external software packages (such 
a TRAN YT or PA ER) to the DS thr ugh che appro
priate interface (such connection a1·e fea ible in mo t oft
ware package ) or (b) by writing design procedures for ignals 
as part of the DSS. The next two functions of the sy t m, the 
tree-building tagc and the tree-searcJ1 tage:: <1rn the two mod
ules at the heart of the DSS. They should be designed and 
programmed especially for these purposes. When these two 
tasks are completed and the simulations to be executed are 
chosen , they can be executed by using a software (e.g., 
NETSIM) that can interact with the computer language in 
which the DSS i programmed. Finally tluough the u er in
terface , the DSS shou ld instruct the oper, tor whi h program 
to implement. 

Figure 2 shows the structure of a decision tree for a case 
in which two programs are considered (X and Y). The first 
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of the network 
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~ 
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actions via search of the 
statistical decision tree 

1 
opumal sub-tree which gives 

' possible list and order of 
simulations 

to be executed 

FIGURE 1 Main components of DSS. 

decision node has four courses of action (alternatives): im
plement X, implement Y, simulate X, simulate Y. Each course 
of action has two possible outcomes (succe or failure) with 
its probabilities. Some outcomes resul t in a termination node 
and some in new decision nodes, that is, to implement a signal 
program or to run another simulation. 

The size of the tree is a function of the number of possible 
alternatives, that is, the number of strategies (R), the number 
of demand levels (traffic volumes M), and the number of 
programs taken from the shelf (B) . Since all parameters are 
fully defined for a shelf program and , for strategies, should 
be estimated together with volumes, the total number of pos
sible signal programs (N) may be denoted 

N=R·M+B (1) 

Testing the performance of each timing program under each 
possible pattern of traffic volume creates M · N possible sim
ulations. Each branch in the decision tree represents the exe
cution of a certain number of simulations (varying from 0 to 
M · N), in a certain order. The number of branches having i 
simulations is computed as follows : 

•1 (MN) l. . 
I 

(MN)! 
(MN) - r)! 

(2) 
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Each simulation, similarly to each timing program, has two 
possible outcomes (failure or success), so the number of leaves 
of a branch containing i simulations is 

2N · z; (3) 

On the basis of Equations 1-3, the total number of termi
nation nodes on a tree becomes 

MN 2 
2N . (MN)! ;~ (MN - i)! (4) 

To demonstrate, assume a tree with three strategies, two lev
els of volumes, and one shelf program. The number of pos
sible final outcomes would be 3 · 1016· • 

TRUNCATION PROCESS 

The dimension of the tree and the time it takes to develop 
all its branches necessitate that the decision maker decide 
what parts of the tree to span and what to neglect. Truncating 
a branch implies that some possible actions will not be con
sidered in detail in later steps. To accomplish a justified trun
cation, the operator should be provided with a quantitative 
figure of what might be lost if a certain branch of the tree 
were ignored. The approach to the problem here was based 
on developing upper bounds for the expected utilities of 
branches whose examination involves a cost. With this upper 
bound, the decision maker can then answer questions such 
as, Is it worth running a simulation for program j? 

The calculation of upper bounds exploits the nature of the 
control problem and the dependency relationships among the 
signal programs. The main assumptions are discussed in the 
following sections. 

Assumption 1 

The success of a certain program increases the posterior prob
abilities for the success of all other programs; that is, 

p(il{G,Sk},{F}) - p(il{G},{F}) ~ 0 (5) 

where 

G = group of simulations that were executed 
and succeeded, 

F = group of simulations that were executed 
and failed, 

p (ij{G},{F}) = conditional probability of program i to 
obtain successful results, given groups 
G and F, 

p (il{G,Sk},{F}) conditional probability of program i to 
obtain successful results, given that group 
G and simulation k succeeded and group 
F failed. 

This assumption is motivated by the knowledge that the net
work is not oversaturated and that a signal program can im
prove conditions. 
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FIGURE 2 Decision tree with two signal programs. 

Assumption 2 

An additional increase in probabilities following the success 
of a certain simulation is greatest for the program that was 
examined, that is, 

p(il{G,S;},{F}) - p(il{G},{F}) 

;::: p(ki{G,S;},{F}) - p(ki{G},{F}) (6) 

where i and k are different signal programs. 
This assumption simply expresses the obvious fact that the 

largest contribution of running a simulation accrues to the 
program examined by the simulation. 

Assumption 3 

An additional increase in probability following the success of 
a certain simulation decreases as the number of simulations 
preceding it increases. 

p(il{G,Sk},{F}) - p(il{G},{F}) 

;::: p(ii{G ,S,,,,Sk},{F}) - p(ii{G ,S,,.},{F}) (7) 

This is simply a manifestation of the law of diminishing returns. 
After some laborious operations (9), it can be shown that 

the maximum loss of expected utility following the relaxation 
of a certain simulation is calculated according to 

p(S;l{0},{0}) · [EU(ii{S;},{0}) - EU(il{0},{0})] - C (8) 

where 

p(S;j{G},{F}) the probability of success of simulation i 
given groups G and F, 

EU(il{G},{F}) the expected utility of program i given 
groups G and F, 

C = the cost of simulation, and 
0 = the null set. 

This means that the maximum lo~s uf uul 1 u1111i11g simulation 
is rile difference between the expected pnor utility and the 
expected posterior utility of success, provided that the sim
ulation was the first simulation to be run and that it succeeded, 
multiplied by the probability of success minus the cost of 
simulation i. 

The practical question answered by the mathematical 
expression above is, Which simulation should be relaxed in 
the truncation process in order to minimize the expected max-
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imum loss of expected utility? Two attributes characterize the 
simulation to be relaxed: 

1. Its contribution to the information about the probability 
of success of the program tested by it is low. 

2. The probability of obtaining successful results when ex
ecuting it is low. 

By multiplying the values of both attributes by each other, 
the integrated criterion is achieved. 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

This example demonstrates a decision problem in which the 
controller has to choose between one of three possible strat
egies {A 1,A2 ,A3}. In the case of a successful implementation, 
tbe utilities of the three strategies are 370, 340, and 310, 
respectively. In the case of a failure , they all have a co t of 
50 (utility of - 50). Figure 3 demon trate the six po ible 
decision of the fir t deci ion node: to elect one of the three 
strategies or to run a simulation of each one of them. At this 
stage , the expected utility of the three trategies can be com
puted and it can be seen that Strategy 1 has the largest ex
pected utility. lo tend of selecrjng a strategy, the contro.ller 
can run a imulation and can make a dccisio.n after obtaining 
the results. Figure 4 shows part of the tree following the 

PRIOR PROBABil.ITY 

OFSUCCESS ~ 

EXPECTED 0.34 
UTil.ITY 

IMPLEMENT Al )lo 

SIMULATES3 )lo 

UTILITY 
OF SUCCESS 

I 
370 
-50 

FIGURE 3 First decision node of decision tree. 
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success of simulating A 1• The best process is denoted by a 
bold line. According to these rules, the best path is as follows: 
simulate A 1; if it succeeds, simulate A 2 ; if it succeeds, select 
A2 ; if simulation of A 2 fails, select A1; if simulation of A1 

fails, select A 3 • 

The value of the simulation is illustrated through several 
facts: 

1. The change in probabilities: The success of a simulation 
increases the posterior probability; for example, the prior 
probability of success for A 1 is 0.34 and the posterior prob
ability if the simulation succeeds is 0.48. The difference is a 
result of the extra information. 

2. The change in expected utility: In this example, without 
simulation the maximum expected utility is 95, but after run
ning a simulation, this value increases to 117, that is, an ad
ditional utility of 24. 

If one considers the relaxation of simulation A 1 , the upper 
bound for the utility of this part of the tree should be com
puted. According to Equation 8 and Figure 4, the calculation 
is as follows: 

p(S;!{0},{0}) = 0.6 

EU(il{S;},{0}) = 152 

EU(il{0},{0}) = 93 

c = 10 

Thus, 

p(SA{0},{0}) · [EU(il{S;},{0}) - EU(il{0},{0})] - C = 25 

The upper bounds of relaxing all other simulations can be 
computed similarly, and the one with the lowest upper bound 
is chosen not to be spanned. The upper bound of Simulation 
2 is 20 and the upper bound of Simulation 3 is - 7. It can be 
observed that Simulation 3 has the lowest upper bound. More
over, the negative sign indicates that no loss in expected utility 
would be obtained as a result of relaxing Simulation 3. This 
phenomenon is due to the low contribution of Simulation 3 
to the information in hand compared with its cost. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Using the decision tree as part of a DSS actually divides the 
decision-making process into two stages. In the first stage, 
the controller answers the question of what simulations to run 
or where one needs to improve one's knowledge at a certain 
cost. In the second stage, the controller searches for the branch 
that maximizes expected utility. Afterwards, the necessary 
simulations are performed and a decision is reached. In this 
way, the controller can adopt the process that is most suitable 
for existing conditions. 

Between these two stages, the truncation option allows the 
DSS to limit the time dedicated to the search stage by trim
ming some branches of the tree. This truncation pr cess might 
result in a loss of expected utility, but the maximum value of 
this loss is known in advance to the operator. Appropriate 
criteria are used to decide whether the truncation is worthwhile. 
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FIGURE 4 Part of a decision tree for case of successful simulation of A 1• 

The DSS described in this paper is still under development 
and has not yet been fully integrated with all necessary com
ponents. The DSS should be designed to run on a work sta
tion , and the complexity of the tasks it is meant lo perform 
should fall within the range that this type of equipment can 
handle. 

Machine learning is an automatic process of collecting data 
and transferring it into useful knowledge. This process is done 
efficiently if, from the limited knowledge that is collected 
every day, a large number of parameters can be updated. This 
broad inference should be based on a deep understanding of 
all dependencies :me! n~lMionshi!'" P.Yi,tine in thP "~~t t:' !!! 

The quality of the decision-making process described in this 
paper depends heavily on the amount and quality of infor
mation and knowledge available to the controller. This need 
can be satisfied gradually over time , especially if experience 
is tramsferred through machine learning into prac tical expr s
si n. like prior probabilities, succes probabi litjes following 
simulations, and so fo rth . 
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